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To The Secretary,

RE: Prisoners Vote

The Community Centre (CRC) with prisoners, and
in South Wales. It has so for 50

The majority of we see on from prisons, of
by drug and alcohol dependency, poverty and abuse. Most

socially and economically on the margins of society. These have of
committed and as a to prison. Our job is to help
out of from committing crime. And we have had some

Whilst the recidivism rate in NSW is around 40% (and much higher
populations, including from which our is

drawn) the our transitional a recidivism of only 13%.
Our primary (and the the service is so is to a
lot of to - or in many for the first time-

the community. We do this via accommodation, family
support, and other in the community

We aim to the we work with find a in the community- a of
belonging. We do this, not just it is the right thing (although it is), nor simply

this is what so many ex-prisoners want (although they do). We do this it
the community When feel to communities, when they

an in the community, when they feel welcomed, and part of society, they
not to commit crime.

the of to whilst they are in custody is much more
their right to a say as to who they should be running the

country.' It is the citizenship rights for inclusion in a
country.
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When go to they should not their human nor they
as citizens. When up to the Covenant-pri-'CM

and Political Rights in 1980, this principle very Although the
of rights in the context of a prison. environment is , for prison
administrators (particularly when having to be important security
considerations) the maintenance of voting rights is not in this category. Being to vote

to on one of the of living in a democracy. Developing
a of responsibility is a key ambition of many (psychological and other),, programs

Australian prisons. Although this ambition is in institutional
such as prisons, the principle taking responsibility (for crime

and all other of life) is an important part of and
reintegration into the community. There is no amount of hypocrisy involved if we are
to ask prisoners to responsibility for and their crimes, but we to
allow them to on one of their important as citizens.

The sad truth is for many prisoners, told that they are no longer to vote will
not be surprising. It will form part of a of in which they

from society. The the (and reality) of exclusion, the
the are for and reintegration. If is

community and reducing crime, then to further an
disconnected population by refusing them the right to in the
is an counterproductive measure.

Mindy Sotiri - CRC of Management
Alison Churchill - CRC Executive Officer




